The combination of two-photon microscopy recordings and powerful calcium-dependent fluorescent sensors enables simultaneous recording of unprecedentedly large populations of neurons. While these sensors have matured over several generations of development, computational methods to process their fluorescence remain inefficient and the results hard to interpret. Here, we introduce a set of practical methods based on novel clustering algorithms, and provide a complete pipeline from raw image data to neuronal calcium traces to inferred spike times. We formulate a generative model of the fluorescence image, incorporating spike times and a spatially smooth neuropil signal, and solve the inference and learning problems using a fast algorithm. This implementation scales linearly with the number of recorded cells, and the complete pipeline runs in approximately one hour for typical two-hour long recordings, on commodity GPUs. Furthermore, this method recovers twice as many cells as a previous standard method. This allowed us to routinely record and detect ∼10,000 cells simultaneously from the visual cortex of awake mice using standard two-photon resonant-scanning microscopes. The software is publicly available at github.com/cortex-lab/Suite2P, together with a graphical user interface that allows rapid manual curation of the results.
Introduction
Standard, commercial two-photon microscopes readily image the activity of large numbers of neurons, but algorithms for processing the resulting data still suffer from significant limitations. Ideally, such algorithms should satisfy several criteria. First, they should be fast, to keep up with everlarger data sets produced by next-generation microscopes 1, 2 . Second, their output should be accurate, so that a human operator need only spend little time curating the algorithm's result. Third, they should generalize to recordings of multiple cell types and brain regions, which can exhibit widely different activity patterns. Fourth, they should model and appropriately handle experimental confounds such as neuropil contamination 3 . Finally, it would be ideal if the algorithms could run on inexpensive workstations rather than require a cluster of servers, as some current software packages do 4 .
Here we demonstrate a set of fast and accurate algorithms which fulfil these criteria, providing a complete pipeline from raw data (Fig 1a-e) to activity traces and spikes. The output of the pipeline is a set of interpretable deconvolved signals that represent single spikes or bursts. The modelling framework explicitly includes the effects of neuropil contamination. Indeed, we show that the neuropil contributes a large amount of variance to the overall recorded signals, but that the statistics of its contribution allow it to be efficiently and correctly removed from spiking traces. Finally, the entire pipeline runs in approximately real-time, on a single workstation equipped only with a consumer-grade GPU * .
The software is available at https://github.com/cortex-lab/Suite2P, and it includes a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows a human operator to quickly curate the results of the automated pipeline and discard misclassified signals. It thus provides a fast and reliable end-to-end system for twophoton data processing.
To illustrate the performance of this system we demonstrate how we used it to obtain >10,000 cells from imaging data obtained with a standard resonant-scanning two-photon microscope. A video example of the raw data is available at www.youtube.com/watch?v=xr-flH2Ow2Y, and the results are shown in Figure 2 , representing the cells detected by the algorithm. To validate the results, we test the performance of the automated pipeline using simulated data with the same statistics as our recordings, and on ground truth data from simultaneous cell-attached recordings.
Previous work
Most two-photon data processing methods work by grouping together pixels with correlated timecourses. Such methods can in general be formalized as a problem of matrix decomposition, combined with sparsity or dynamical penalties. One of the earliest automated approaches used standard algorithms for independent components analysis (ICA), which demixes the "sources" of a multi-dimensional signal in order to maximize a cost function, in this case skewness 5 . For small fields of view, the algorithm can be run quickly by applying it to a low-dimensional PCA projection of the data. This method, however, becomes impractical for typical fields of view in cortex which commonly involve hundreds to thousands of regions of interest (ROIs). In this case the field of view needs to be broken down into sections and the algorithm run on each separately, extending the run time and requiring arbitration for overlapping patches. Moreover, the ICA approach does not explicitly model the neuropil signal, other than forcing its estimate to be decorrelated from the estimated neural activity. However, as we illustrate below, the neuropil component will often be highly correlated with individual cells' activity: assuming decorrelation thus leads to an incorrect separation of neuropil from cellular signals.
Another matrix decomposition approach finds components based on positivity constraints on the cell masks combined with a model of the calcium dynamics 6 . This model captures the activity of a cell as an auto-regressive process with one or two decay timescales, to be fit from data. The cost function is cast into a convex optimization problem, which guarantees global maxima and allows the pipeline to be implemented with standard optimization algorithms. However, solving a generic convex optimization problem is slow on large data sets such as those we consider here. Furthermore, as we illustrate below, these methods do not necessarily model the pervasive neuropil signal in a correct fashion.
An alternative approach to factorization-based methods consists of greedily segmenting neighboring pixels of high correlation [7] [8] [9] . Such methods may be a practical choice for very large datasets, as they can run much faster than most existing factorization-based approaches. Nevertheless, it remains open whether such methods can perform as well as factorization-based methods. Our implementation of such an approach (called autoROI) is compared to the new method below.
Finally, some alternative methods 10 , instead find cell locations based on an anatomical image, an average taken over all frames of the movie. Although fast, this approach does not provide precise cell boundaries and often misses sparsely active cells with low baseline fluorescence. In systems such as the cerebral cortex, such cells constitute the rule rather than the exception.
Model formulation
Our algorithm is based on a generative model of the two-photon movies, derived from simple notions of the underlying biological structure and of the optics of the microscope. The model expresses the recorded fluorescence movie in terms of two underlying signals: a set of spike trains, each associated with a discrete ROI (the cellular soma or other compartment); and a neuropil signal that is assumed to vary slowly across the field of view. Each pixel's fluorescence trace is a sum of the neuropil signal at that location, plus a contribution from ROIs.
Pre-processing: registration via phase correlations
Before the model is fit, a first preprocessing step is performed, to spatially register all frames in the movie to each other. The most common registration technique used in two-photon microscopy relies on finding the cross-correlation peak between a frame and a target image 11 , which can be computed efficiently with fast Fourier transforms. We improved this method by spatially whitening the frame and the target prior to computing their cross-correlation. The resulting method is called phase correlation 12, 13 . We tested it on simulated data with known translation, and we found that it substantially outperforms cross-correlation (not shown).
We also provide a non-rigid version of the method, by smoothly interpolating the XY offsets computed on sub-blocks of the image. This allows us to use the same efficient Fourier methods for batch processing, and simultaneously constrains the inferred flow map of the image to be smooth. We did not rely on more advanced optic flow methods, or affine transformation methods, due to efficiency concerns. The non-rigid method was applied successfully in experiments with rotational movements of up ∼ 5 degrees (within plane and particularly outside plane), and for aligning fields of view recorded on different days for chronic imaging of the same set of cells. In our pipeline, registration accounts for a large fraction of the running time, but can be sped up 4-fold by use of consumer-grade GPUs.
Modelling the neuropil contamination
Two-photon microscopes acquire signals with a point-spread function that is typically elongated by an order of magnitude more in the Z-axis than in X and Y. Thus, the signal recorded in a single plane is in fact a weighted average of a volume extending across tens of microns in Z, and although a cell might appear to be the only element occupying a spatial position, the signals recorded there are contaminated by signals from the extracellular space above or below it 3 . This volume will contain sometimes another cell, but most often the neurites (axons and dendrites) of very many other cells, adding a contamination signal that represents the averaged activity of a large cell population.
To account for this "neuropil" signal in the model, we must first understand its spatial distribution. By analyzing pixels outside of ROIs, we found that the neuropil signal is very highly correlated in space, and can be assumed to be correlated over regions of several tens of microns ( Fig. 3a-b , data from visual cortex). Furthermore, the neuropil signals were clearly highly correlated with signals recorded over the somas, and the transients of the cells were seen as distinct deviations from an otherwise linear relationship between a somatic signal and the surrounding neuropil ( Fig. 3c ; note also that these deviations occurred primarily when the neuropil signal was itself large, reflecting increasing probability of cellular firing at times of high network activity). This emphasizes that the spatially smooth neuropil signal is indeed still present at the soma and accounts for a considerable fraction of the recorded signal 3, 14 . Some methods 6 model the neuropil as a one-dimensional signal shared by all pixels with different weights, but others 5 do not enforce any constraints. We represent the neuropil in a set of spatially-localized basis functions (raised cosines), thus allowing the neuropil signal to vary slowly across space (see below).
Although the timecourse of the neuropil varies smoothly in space, the scaling of this signal in different pixels varies. In particular, a cell displaces some of the neuropil mass, thus the amount of neuropil signal inside a cell is typically less than the amount of contamination. In turn, cells that are more out of focus will also contain a larger fraction of neuropil signal. How should we determine the true level of contamination and correctly demix the signal at the soma from the signal just outside the soma? The distinguishing feature of cellular activity is its relatively sparse timecourse convolved with an asymmetric temporal kernel. Thus, by using a model for the cell's activity that incorporates this knowledge, we can find the subtraction coefficient which makes the signal most likely to originate from a single cell.
Generative model
The model for the recorded signal r k at pixel k is
Here Λ describes the (very sparse) matrix of pixel membership, f n is the fluorescence timecourse for ROI n , i B ki n i is a model of the neuropil at pixel k, represented in a fixed set of spatial basis functions B, n i is the timecourse of each neuropil component, and α k denotes the fraction of the neuropil signal that contaminates pixel k. If no large somatic compartment fills the point-spread function then α k will be close to 1. The basis functions B do not need to be fit and are fixed as a set of isotropic 2d raised cosine functions. The raised cosines tile the full FOV, with inter-center spacing of ten times the diameter of a cell.
Cell detection optimization
Before the model can be used to find cells and estimate the underlying spike trains, several parameters need to be inferred from the data. We use a fitting strategy loosely based on the standard expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The algorithm alternates between an E step, where it estimates the spatial distribution of the biological sources contributing to the measured fluorescence (cell ROIs and neuropil), and an M step where it estimates the temporal dynamics of these sources and the underlying spike trains.
The cost function which needs to be minimized is
such that Λ kn ≥ 0. Furthermore, we typically constrain the temporal kernel k to be equal for all cells in a given recording, which is a good approximation and prevents overfitting individual kernels to very sparsely firing cells. However, we also allow these kernels to be fitted independently if, for example, different cell classes are imaged together with potentially different Calcium dynamics.
At the E-step, we assume we are given a subset of the parameters in equation 2, and attempt to fit the other ones. Specifically, we are given n, s, b, k, which represent the underlying cellular and neuropil activity, and we optimize Λ and α, which together define the cluster memberships and the scaling factors for ROI and neuropil signals respectively. If a given pixel can only belong to one ROI, such as in a pure clustering problem, then we can easily find its cluster membership as the index δ(k) that minimizes the quadratic form 2 with two free linear parameters Λ kδ(k) and α k . If a pixel is allowed to belong to multiple ROIs, then consecutive cluster assignments are found by matching pursuit 15 . For simplicity, none of the results shown here consider more than one cluster assignment per pixel.
At the M-step, we assume we are given Λ and α, and determine the continuous-time ROI signals f (defined in equation 1) and the continuous-time neuropil traces n by linear regression. Note that the fluorescence f is not constrained to be positive, or to fit the generative model, except in the final iteration of the algorithm, see next section.
We alternate the E and M step several dozen times before the procedure converges. After convergence, all detected ROIs are split into their spatially-connected components. We classify as putative somatic ROIs those that lie within a certain user-specified range (e.g. 1/3 to 3 times as many pixels as an "average cell"), and simultaneously have their pixels relatively close the centroid of the ROI (relative to the most compact shape: a disk). To avoid local minima, we typically anneal the number of clusters during optimization by a factor of 2, using pre-specified values, though the precise values do not matter much for the end results because most extra components are absorbed into dendritic clusters.
Accuracy of cell detection
The new pipeline was able to detect a large number of cells in our two-photon data: compared to a previous system (based on detection of locally correlated pixels 7, 8 ), it detected up to two times more cells (Fig. 4) .
To determine the accuracy of the new method in detecting cells, we created a simulated ground truth benchmark. We first ran the pipeline on a single experiment and manually curated the results. We then chose a small subset of cells (20 out of 300) and added their activity to a neighboring spatial location of the movie, which did not overlap significantly with the rest of the ROIs (Fig.  5a-b ). We then re-ran the pipeline and compared the results with the 20 known cell locations. We re-ran this test 43 times, choosing a different set of cells every time. The analysis shows that almost all ground truth ROIs were correctly identified (Fig. 5c) . A small proportion of ROIs only had partial matches of their spatial masks, which represented cells that were over-split by the algorithm, but whose activity timecourse was nonetheless identified correctly (Fig. 5c ). Note that over-split ROIs can be easily merged manually by a user, while over-merged ROIs are much harder to split. Our results suggest that very few ROIs were over-merged, since such merged cells would get very poor scores by our metric (Fig. 5c ).
Finally, we analyzed what factors influenced detection accuracy (number of pixels, cell compactness, signal variance and signal skewness, Fig. 5d ). We correlated these factors with the detection score for each ROI. Cells with large number of pixels were typically broken into multiple compo- nents and scored lower in terms of spatial mask recovery. However their recovered fluorescence signals do not appear to have suffered, likely because each sub-component faithfully followed the timecourse of the original cell. Similarly, cells that were significantly less compact than a disk were less well recovered (independently of total number of pixels). Signal variance and skewness played less of a role in the quality of cell detection.
Spike deconvolution
For spike deconvolution, we use L0 priors to define the contribution of a burst of spikes to the calcium trace, unlike the L1 priors 6, 16 previously used. Thus our deconvolved spike trains are very sparse, with 90 to 99% of timepoints set to 0. Solving the optimization problem for L0 constraints is typically a hard problem, but is made simpler here by the structure of the neural activity: calcium transients are sparse and identifiable by their asymmetric shape. Consequently, a simple matching pursuit algorithm can identify them.
We denote by s m (t) the true underlying spiking process of ROI m, which for convenience is discretized at the time-resolution of the two-photon movie and thus represents the total number of spikes in a timebin. We model the fluorescence trace f m of an ROI as arising from the convolution of s with a temporal kernel k: where b n is a baseline parameter representing resting fluorescence in the ROI 3 , * denotes temporal convolution and p m is the timecourse of the neuropil contamination assigned to this cell by the cell detection model. For regularization and smoothness purposes, we represent the kernel k as a weighted sum of exponentially-decaying basis functions, with timescales chosen to be consecutive powers of 2.
We determine the spike trains s, temporal kernel k, and baseline fluorescence values b, using a custom matching pursuit algorithm, which sequentially introduces new spikes into the approximation, while iteratively refining the times of the already selected spikes, until a threshold is reached (the threshold is defined relative to the variance of the signal). We also re-estimate the neuropil contamination coefficient β m , to take advantage of the increased modelling capacity of the full dynamical model of spiking-dependent Calcium.
Accuracy of spike deconvolution
We evaluated the spike deconvolution method on ground truth data from simultaneous two-photon and electrical recordings 3 (Fig. 6 ). Our results on this dataset are comparable to those of a recent state-of-the-art method 17 , though we did not perform a direct comparison. Unlike previous methods 6, 16, 17 , our L0 deconvolution returns traces with extreme sparseness values, with nonzero values narrowly distributed around the times of the true spikes ( Fig. 7) . Fig. 5 ). b, Variance of the binned ground truth spike data explained by the model (solid) and raw fluorescence (dashed). The best performance for raw fluorescence was obtained by (further) temporal smoothing and finding the best temporal delay. c, Cross-correlogram between ground truth spikes and recorded fluorescence (dF). d, Cross-correlogram between ground truth spikes and modeldeconvolved spikes. e, Same as (d), but zoomed in 10 times to show the temporal precision of the deconvolution.
Accelerating the algorithm by large-scale SVD decomposition
The execution speed of the algorithm is greatly boosted by a simple computational trick. After spatial registration, we reduce the dimensionality of the data using an SVD decomposition, and perform all EM iterations in a space of much lower dimension than the original movies. This step greatly reduces the space required to store the data, denoises the data, and allows our modelling framework to operate fast enough for large-scale recordings (10-100x depending on original number of frames in the dataset).
We approximate the recorded fluorescence F (represented as a matrix with one row for each pixel and one column for each timepoint) of all pixels k at times t with its best approximation F = UV T , where U has as many rows as pixels, V has as many rows as timepoints, and both have a limited number of columns. The singular values have been absorbed into U, which is orthogonal but not orthonormal, while V is an orthonormal matrix.
The SVD reduction can be applied consistently in our model because the cost function is of the form
Under the low-rank approximation of F , the model trace f model can only have power in the V subspace, because subspaces orthogonal to V can only add noise to the cost function. Hence f model = u model V T , and the cost function reduces to
Hence, as long as the cost function is quadratic, the SVD decomposition can be used to effectively reduce the dimensionality of the problem to a reasonable size. To be able to perform an SVD approximation on the type of large-scale data we acquire, we binned the signal at each pixel temporally until we reduced the number of timepoints to under 10,000, then computed the eigenvectors of the time by time covariance matrix, which were then used to determine the spatial singular vectors.
Once cell masks and neuropil weightings have been estimated using this SVD-accelerated approach, we recompute the fluorescence timecourses of each cell using the full data for additional accuracy.
Manual GUI
To curate the output of the algorithm, we implemented an intuitive GUI that shows large numbers of cells at the same time, thus allowing the human visual system to do a parallel search for detecting candidates to be labelled as cells or non-cells. An image of the GUI is shown in Fig. 8 . . Responses to visual stimuli in 7167 simultaneously-recorded neurons. We recorded nine planes from layer 2/3 of mouse visual cortex in a transgenic GCaMP6s-expressing line (Camk2a-tTA; Ai94(TITL-GCaMP6s); Rasgrf Cre Triple Tg). We sorted all neurons by their preferred stimulus out of 112 natural images. The activity of all neurons is shown for a duration of approx 4 minutes, displayed as a raster plot of the deconvolved responses. Colored dots are shown at the times of the stimuli, just above the population of neurons which best-responded on average to that stimulus.
Discussion
We provide a complete set of tools for two photon processing, with provably good performance and very fast run times. The pipeline is modular, allowing the main processing steps to be used independently: registration, cell detection, spike deconvolution and manual GUI. We have successfully used the tools presented here to scale up the yields of two-photon recordings and automate most of the processing of ∼10,000 neurons recorded simultaneously at 3Hz sampling rates (Fig. 2 ). This has now become a routine experiment in our lab. Existing processing pipelines 5, 6, 16, 17 would take days or weeks of computation † to transform these data into single-neuron activity traces or spikes. Although a case has been made for parallelizing such pipelines over large compute clusters 4, 18 , the use of such computing resources is not available to many neuroscience labs, except via expensive commercial rental.
Finally, we demonstrate robust and selective neural responses to stimuli on a trial-by-trial basis in our ∼7,000 neuron recordings, by displaying the data in a manner similar to electrophysiology † We extrapolated these estimates from runs on small FOVs, which together tile the full FOV.
("raster" plots, Fig. 9 ). Each row represents a cell and the dots represent deconvolved spike times, scaled by the amplitude of the spike burst, as identified by the algorithm. Groups of cells responding to their preferred stimulus can be clearly seen as narrow vertical stripes, thus illustrating the temporal precision of the spike deconvolution method. Using multiplane recording protocols such as ours, in combination with efficient automated processing methods, will allow the characterization of complete neural populations, on a trial-by-trial basis.
